This Two Man Army was launched in 2020. At a time that confronts us with uncertainties and
restrictions on various levels, it’s time to bundle creative energies and put a long-awaited wish into
practice.
On the one hand, this project represents a return to already known musical shores from younger days.
On the other it’s important for us to tread new paths/break new ground and liberate from the shackles
of the past. Thus, the circle is completed.
An Aeon of Awareness has begun.
Stylistically, we are inspired by timeless heroes of the Gothenburg school as well as other death and
black metal bands. The first EP is expected to be released in spring 2021. We’ll keep you informed!

Lyric Music video ‘Resignation’

Reaction to ‘Resignation’

Review by Dark-Art.de

Per Lümbersson was born in winter in 1989 and he is the founder of
Aeon of Awareness. He started listening to Metal at the age of 13 and
his first main influences were German bands like Rammstein, Blind
Guardian, Kreator, Rage and Sodom. Two years later he started playing
electric guitar. Over the years he was introduced to the Death Metal
Scene. In 2008 he joined his first Old School Death Metal Band
Bloodland. As an ambitious and passionate musician he has been on the
road and touring with his bands for almost 15 years. In August 2020 he
became an official Solar Artist which fills his heart with pride. His new
Solar Guitar, which is the perfect support on the road, has set new
standards in terms of playability and sound.
Within the last years some of his main highlights have been gigs like
RUDE festival (2013), Metal Frenzy Open Air (2017), Chronical Monsters
(2017), Protzen Open Air (2019) and other German underground
festivals. With his former band Bloodland he opened a show for Six Feet
Under in 2017. He also played as support 2 times with Benediction and
with other renowned bands such as Madball, Biohazard, Debauchery,
Darkened Nocturn Slaughtercult, Grave to name just a few.

Let me introduce the man with the deep voice behind the mic: Meta List,
better known as lead vocalist of the German death doom metal band
Calliophis. He combines many years of experiences as a vocalist with an
expressive deep voice. His mighty growls raze everthing to the ground.
He is a valuable asset for Aeon of Awareness.
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